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The American nation was founded and developed by the

Nordic race, but if a few more million members of the Alpine,

Mediterranean and Semitic races are poured among us, the

result must inevitably be a hybrid race of people as

worthless and futile as the good-for-nothing mongrels of

Central America and Southeastern Europe.

—KENNETH ROBERTS, “WHY EUROPE LEAVES HOME”

It is clear that Kenneth Roberts did not think of my ancestors as

white, like him. The late nineteenth century and early decades of



the twentieth saw a steady stream of warnings by scientists,

policymakers, and the popular press that “mongrelization” of the

Nordic or Anglo-Saxon race—the real Americans—by inferior

European races (as well as by inferior non-European ones) was

destroying the fabric of the nation.

I continue to be surprised when I read books that indicate that

America once regarded its immigrant European workers as

something other than white, as biologically different. My parents

are not surprised; they expect antisemitism to be part of the fabric

of daily life, much as I expect racism to be part of it. They came of

age in the Jewish world of the 1920s and 1930s, at the peak of

antisemitism in America.  They are rightly proud of their upward

mobility and think of themselves as pulling themselves up by their

own bootstraps. I grew up during the 1950s in the Euro-ethnic New

York suburb of Valley Stream, where Jews were simply one kind of

white folks and where ethnicity meant little more to my generation

than food and family heritage. Part of my ethnic heritage was the

belief that Jews were smart and that our success was due to our own

efforts and abilities, reinforced by a culture that valued sticking

together, hard work, education, and deferred gratification.

I am willing to affirm all those abilities and ideals and their

contribution to Jews’ upward mobility, but I also argue that they

were still far from sufficient to account for Jewish success…. Instead

I want to suggest that Jewish success is a product not only of ability

but also of the removal of powerful social barriers to its realization.
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It is certainly true that the United States has a history of

antisemitism and of beliefs that Jews are members of an inferior

race. But Jews were hardly alone. American antisemitism was part

of a broader pattern of late-nineteenth-century racism against all

southern and eastern European immigrants, as well as against Asian

immigrants, not to mention African Americans, Native Americans,

and Mexicans. These views justified all sorts of discriminatory

treatment, including closing the doors, between 1882 and 1927, to

immigration from Europe and Asia. This picture changed radically

a�er World War II. Suddenly, the same folks who had promoted

nativism and xenophobia were eager to believe that the Euro-origin

people whom they had deported, reviled as members of inferior

races, and prevented from immigrating only a few years earlier,

were now model middle-class white suburban citizens.

It was not an educational epiphany that made those in power change

their hearts, their minds, and our race. Instead, it was the biggest

and best affirmative action program in the history of our nation, and

it was for Euromales. That is not how it was billed, but it is the way it

worked out in practice. I tell this story to show the institutional

nature of racism and the centrality of state policies to creating and

changing races. Here, those policies reconfigured the category of

whiteness to include European immigrants. There are similarities

and differences in the ways each of the European immigrant groups

became “whitened.” I tell the story in a way that links antisemitism

to other varieties of anti-European racism because this highlights

what Jews shared with other Euro-immigrants.
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Euroraces

The United States’ “discovery” that Europe was divided into inferior

and superior races began with the racialization of the Irish in the

mid-nineteenth century and flowered in response to the great waves

of immigration from southern and eastern Europe that began in the

late nineteenth century. Before that time, European immigrants—

including Jews—had been largely assimilated into the white

population. However, the 23 million European immigrants who

came to work in U.S. cities in the waves of migration a�er 1880 were

too many and too concentrated to absorb. Since immigrants and

their children made up more than 70 percent of the population of

most of the country’s largest cities, by the 1890s urban America had

taken on a distinctly southern and eastern European immigrant

flavor. Like the Irish in Boston and New York, their urban

concentrations in dilapidated neighborhoods put them cheek by

jowl next to the rising elites and the middle class with whom they

shared public space and to whom their working-class ethnic

communities were particularly visible.

The Red Scare of 1919 clearly linked anti-immigrant with anti-

working-class sentiment—to the extent that the Seattle general strike

by largely native-born workers was blamed on foreign agitators. The

Red Scare was fueled by an economic depression, a massive postwar

wave of strikes, the Russian Revolution, and another influx of

postwar immigration….



Not surprisingly, the belief in European races took root most deeply

among the wealthy, United States-born Protestant elite, who feared a

hostile and seemingly inassimilable working class. By the end of the

nineteenth century, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge pressed Congress to

cut off immigration to the United States; Theodore Roosevelt raised

the alarm of “race suicide” and took Anglo-Saxon women to task for

allowing “native” stock to be outbred by inferior immigrants. In the

early twentieth century, these fears gained a great deal of social

legitimacy thanks to the efforts of an influential network of

aristocrats and scientists who developed theories of eugenics—

breeding for a “better” humanity—and scientific racism….

By the 1920s, scientific racism sanctified the notion that real

Americans were white and that real whites came from northwest

Europe. Racism by white workers in the West fueled laws excluding

and expelling the Chinese in 1882. Widespread racism led to closing

the immigration door to virtually all Asians and most Europeans

between 1924 and 1927, and to deportation of Mexicans during the

Great Depression.

Racism in general, and antisemitism in particular, flourished in

higher education. Jews were the first of the Euro-immigrant groups

to enter college in significant numbers, so it was not surprising that

they faced the brunt of discrimination there. The Protestant elite

complained that Jews were unwashed, uncouth, unrefined, loud,

and pushy. Harvard University President A. Lawrence Lowell, who

was also a vice president of the Immigration Restriction League, was



open about his opposition to Jews at Harvard. The Seven Sisters

schools had a reputation for “flagrant discrimination.”…

Columbia’s quota against Jews was well known in my parents’

community. My father is very proud of having beaten it and been

admitted to Columbia Dental School on the basis of his skill at

carving a soap ball. Although he became a teacher instead because

the tuition was too high, he took me to the dentist every week of my

childhood and prolonged the agony by discussing the finer points of

tooth-filling and dental care….

My parents believe that Jewish success, like their own, was due to

hard work and a high value placed on education. They attended

Brooklyn College during the Depression. My mother worked days

and went to school at night; my father went during the day. Both

their families encouraged them. More accurately, their families

expected it. Everyone they knew was in the same boat, and their

world was made up of Jews who were advancing just as they were….

How we interpret Jewish social mobility in this milieu depends on

whom we compare them to. Compared with other immigrants, Jews

were upwardly mobile. But compared with nonimmigrant whites,

that mobility was very limited and circumscribed. The existence of

anti-immigrant, racist, and antisemitic barriers kept the Jewish

middle class confined to a small number of occupations. Jews were

excluded from mainstream corporate management and corporately

employed professions, except in the garment and movie industries,



in which they were pioneers. Jews were almost totally excluded from

university faculties (the few who made it had powerful patrons).

Eastern European Jews were concentrated in small businesses, and

in professions where they served a largely Jewish clientele….

My parents’ generation believed that Jews overcame antisemitic

barriers because Jews are special. My answer is that the Jews who

were upwardly mobile were special among Jews (and were also well

placed to write the story). My generation might well respond to our

parents’ story of pulling themselves up by their own bootstraps with

“But think what you might have been without the racism and with

some affirmative action!” And that is precisely what the post-World

War II boom, the decline of systematic, public, anti-Euro racism and

antisemitism, and governmental affirmative action extended to

white males let us see.

Whitening Euro-ethnics

By the time I was an adolescent, Jews were just as white as the next

white person. Until I was eight, I was a Jew in a world of Jews.

Everyone on Avenue Z in Sheepshead Bay was Jewish. I spent my

days playing and going to school on three blocks of Avenue Z, and

visiting my grandparents in the nearby Jewish neighborhoods of

Brighton Beach and Coney Island. There were plenty of Italians in

my neighborhood, but they lived around the corner. They were a

kind of Jew, but on the margins of my social horizons. Portuguese

were even more distant, at the end of the bus ride, at Sheepshead



Bay. The shul, or temple, was on Avenue Z, and I begged my father to

take me like all the other fathers took their kids, but religion wasn’t

part of my family’s Judaism. Just how Jewish my neighborhood was

hit me in first grade, when I was one of two kids to go to school on

Rosh Hashanah. My teacher was shocked—she was Jewish too—and I

was embarrassed to tears when she sent me home. I was never again

sent to school on Jewish holidays. We le� that world in 1949 when

we moved to Valley Stream, Long Island, which was Protestant and

Republican and even had farms until Irish, Italian, and Jewish ex-

urbanities like us gave it a more suburban and Democratic flavor.

Neither religion nor ethnicity separated us at school or in the

neighborhood. Except temporarily. During my elementary school

years, I remember a fair number of dirt-bomb (a good suburban

weapon) wars on the block. Periodically, one of the Catholic boys

would accuse me or my brother of killing his god, to which we’d

reply, “Did not,” and start lobbing dirt bombs. Sometimes he’d get

his friends from Catholic school and I’d get mine from public school

kids on the block, some of whom were Catholic. Hostilities didn’t

last for more than a couple of hours and punctuated an otherwise

friendly relationship. They ended by our junior high years, when

other things became more important. Jews, Catholics, and

Protestants, Italians, Irish, Poles, “English” (I don’t remember

hearing WASP as a kid), were mixed up on the block and in school.

We thought of ourselves as middle class and very enlightened

because our ethnic backgrounds seemed so irrelevant to high school



culture. We didn’t see race (we thought), and racism was not part of

our peer consciousness. Nor were the immigrant or working-class

histories of our families.

As with most chicken-and-egg problems, it is hard to know which

came first. Did Jews and other Euro-ethnics become white because

they became middle-class? That is, did money whiten? Or did being

incorporated into an expanded version of whiteness open up the

economic doors to middle-class status? Clearly, both tendencies

were at work.

Some of the changes set in motion during the war against fascism

led to a more inclusive version of whiteness. Antisemitism and anti-

European racism lost respectability. The 1940 census no longer

distinguished native whites of native parentage from those, like my

parents, of immigrant parentage, so Euro-immigrants and their

children were more securely white by submersion in an expanded

notion of whiteness.

Theories of nurture and culture replaced theories of nature and

biology. Instead of dirty and dangerous races that would destroy

American democracy, immigrants became ethnic groups whose

children had successfully assimilated into the mainstream and risen

to the middle class. In this new myth, Euro-ethnic suburbs like mine

became the measure of American democracy’s victory over racism.

Jewish mobility became a new Horatio Alger story. In time and with

hard work, every ethnic group would get a piece of the pie, and the
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United States would be a nation with equal opportunity for all its

people to become part of a prosperous middle-class majority. And it

seemed that Euro-ethnic immigrants and their children were

delighted to join middle America.

This is not to say that antisemitism disappeared a�er World War II,

only that it fell from fashion and was driven underground….

Although changing views on who was white made it easier for Euro-

ethnics to become middle class, economic prosperity also played a

very powerful role in the whitening process….

… The postwar period was a historic moment for real class mobility

and for the affluence we have erroneously come to believe was the

American norm. It was a time when the old white and the newly

white masses became middle class.

The GI Bill of Rights, as the 1944 Serviceman’s Readjustment Act was

known, is arguably the most massive affirmative action program in

American history. It was created to develop needed labor force skills

and to provide those who had them with a lifestyle that reflected

their value to the economy. The GI benefits that were ultimately

extended to 16 million GIs (of the Korean War as well) included

priority in jobs—that is, preferential hiring, but no one objected to it

then—financial support during the job search, small loans for

starting up businesses, and most important, low-interest home

loans and educational benefits, which included tuition and living
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expenses. This legislation was rightly regarded as one of the most

revolutionary postwar programs. I call it affirmative action because

it was aimed at and disproportionately helped male, Euro-origin

GIs. …

Education and Occupation

It is important to remember that, prior to the war, a college degree

was still very much a “mark of the upper class,” that colleges were

largely finishing schools for Protestant elites. Before the postwar

boom, schools could not begin to accommodate the American

masses. Even in New York City before the 1930s, neither the public

schools nor City College had room for more than a tiny fraction of

potential immigrant students.

Not so a�er the war. The almost 8 million GIs who took advantage of

their educational benefits under the GI Bill caused “the greatest

wave of college building in American history.” White male GIs were

able to take advantage of their educational benefits for college and

technical training, so they were particularly well positioned to seize

the opportunities provided by the new demands for professional,

managerial, and technical labor….

The reason I refer to educational and occupational GI benefits as

affirmative action programs for white males is because they were

decidedly not extended to African Americans or to women of any

race. Theoretically they were available to all veterans; in practice
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women and black veterans did not get anywhere near their share.

Women’s Army and Air Force units were initially organized as

auxiliaries, hence not part of the military. When that status was

changed, in July 1943, only those who reenlisted in the armed forces

were eligible for veterans’ benefits. Many women thought they were

simply being demobilized and returned home. The majority

remained and were ultimately eligible for veterans’ benefits. But

there was little counseling, and a social climate that discouraged

women’s careers and independence cut down on women’s

knowledge and sense of entitlement. The Veterans Administration

kept no statistics on the number of women who used their GI

benefits.

The barriers that almost completely shut African American GIs out

of their benefits were even more formidable. In Neil Wynn’s

portrait, black GIs anticipated starting new lives, just like their white

counterparts. Over 43 percent hoped to return to school, and most

expected to relocate, to find better jobs in new lines of work. The

exodus from the South toward the North and West was particularly

large. So it was not a question of any lack of ambition on the part of

African American GIs. White male privilege was shaped against the

backdrop of wartime racism and postwar sexism….

The military, the Veterans Administration, the United States

Employment Services (USES), and the Federal Housing

Administration effectively denied African American GIs access to

their benefits and to new educational, occupational, and residential
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opportunities. Black GIs who served in the thoroughly segregated

armed forces during World War II served under white officers.

African American soldiers were given a disproportionate share of

dishonorable discharges, which denied them veterans’ rights under

the GI Bill. Between August and November 1946, for example, 21

percent of white soldiers and 39 percent of black soldiers were

dishonorably discharged. Those who did get an honorable discharge

then faced the Veterans Administration and the USES. The latter,

which was responsible for job placements, employed very few

African Americans, especially in the South. This meant that black

veterans did not receive much employment information and that the

offers they did receive were for low-paid and menial jobs. “In one

survey of 50 cities, the movement of blacks into peacetime

employment was found to be lagging far behind that of white

veterans: in Arkansas ninety-five percent of the placements made by

the USES for Afro-Americans were in service or unskilled jobs.”

African Americans were also less likely than whites, regardless of GI

status, to gain new jobs commensurate with their wartime jobs. For

example, in San Francisco, by 1948, black Americans “had dropped

back halfway to their prewar employment status.”

Black GIs faced discrimination in the educational system as well.

Despite the end of restrictions on Jews and other Euro-ethnics,

African Americans were not welcome in white colleges. Black

colleges were overcrowded, but the combination of segregation and

prejudice made for few alternatives. About 20,000 black veterans

attended college by 1947, most in black colleges, but almost as many,
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15,000, could not gain entry. Predictably, the disproportionately few

African Americans who did gain access to their educational benefits

were able, like their white counterparts, to become doctors and

engineers, and to enter the black middle class.

Suburbanization

In 1949, ensconced in Valley Stream, I watched potato farms turn

into Levittown and Idlewild (later Kennedy) airport. This was the

major spectator sport in our first years on Long Island. A typical

weekend would bring various aunts, uncles, and cousins out from

the city. A�er a huge meal, we’d pile into the car—itself a novelty—to

look at the bulldozed acres and comment on the matchbox

construction. During the week, my mother and I would look at the

houses going up within walking distance….

At the beginning of World War II, about one-third of all American

families owned their houses. That percentage doubled in twenty

years….

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was key to buyers and

builders alike. Thanks to the FHA, suburbia was open to more than

GIs. People like us would never have been in the market for houses

without FHA and Veterans Administration (VA) low-down-payment,

low-interest, long-term loans to young buyers….
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The FHA believed in racial segregation. Throughout its history, it

publicly and actively promoted restrictive covenants. Before the war,

these forbade sales to Jews and Catholics as well as to African

Americans. The deed to my house in Detroit had such a covenant,

which theoretically prevented it from being sold to Jews or African

Americans. Even a�er the Supreme Court outlawed restrictive

covenants in 1948, the FHA continued to encourage builders to write

them in against African Americans. FHA underwriting manuals

openly insisted on racially homogeneous neighborhoods, and their

loans were made only in white neighborhoods….

The result of these policies was that African Americans were totally

shut out of the suburban boom. An article in Harper’s described the

housing available to black GIs.

On his way to the base each morning, Sergeant Smith passes an attractive air-

conditioned, FHA-financed housing project. It was built for service families. Its rents

are little more than the Smiths pay for their shack. And there are half-a-dozen

vacancies, but none for Negroes.

… Urban renewal was the other side of the process by which Jewish

and other working-class Euro-immigrants became middle class. It

was the push to suburbia’s seductive pull. The fortunate white

survivors of urban renewal headed disproportionately for suburbia,

where they could partake of prosperity and the good life….

If the federal stick of urban renewal joined the FHA carrot of cheap

mortgages to send masses of Euro-Americans to the suburbs, the
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FHA had a different kind of one-two punch for African Americans.

Segregation kept them out of the suburbs, and redlining made sure

they could not buy or repair their homes in the neighborhoods in

which they were allowed to live. The FHA practiced systematic

redlining. This was a practice developed by its predecessor, the

Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC), which in the 1930s

developed an elaborate neighborhood rating system that placed the

highest (green) value on all-white, middle-class neighborhoods, and

the lowest (red) on racially nonwhite or mixed and working-class

neighborhoods. High ratings meant high property values. The idea

was that low property values in redlined neighborhoods made them

bad investments. The FHA was, a�er all, created by and for banks

and the housing industry. Redlining warned banks not to lend there,

and the FHA would not insure mortgages in such neighborhoods.

Redlining created a self-fulfilling prophecy…. The FHA’s and VA’s

refusal to guarantee loans in redlined neighborhoods made it

virtually impossible for African Americans to borrow money for

home improvement or purchase. Because these maps and surveys

were quite secret, it took the civil rights movement to make these

practices and their devastating consequences public. As a result,

those who fought urban renewal, or who sought to make a home in

the urban ruins, found themselves locked out of the middle class.

They also faced an ideological assault that labeled their

neighborhoods slums and called them slumdwellers.

Conclusion
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The record is very clear. Instead of seizing the opportunity to end

institutionalized racism, the federal government did its level best to

shut and double-seal the postwar window of opportunity in African

Americans’ faces. It consistently refused to combat segregation in

the social institutions that were key to upward mobility in

education, housing, and employment. Moreover, federal programs

that were themselves designed to assist demobilized GIs and young

families systematically discriminated against African Americans.

Such programs reinforced white/nonwhite racial distinctions even

as intrawhite racialization was falling out of fashion. This other side

of the coin, that white men of northwestern European ancestry and

white men of southeastern European ancestry were treated equally

in theory and in practice with regard to the benefits they received,

was part of the larger postwar whitening of Jews and other eastern

and southern Europeans.

The myth that Jews pulled themselves up by their own bootstraps

ignores the fact that it took federal programs to create the

conditions whereby the abilities of Jews and other European

immigrants could be recognized and rewarded rather than

denigrated and denied. The GI Bill and FHA and VA mortgages, even

though they were advertised as open to all, functioned as a set of

racial privileges. They were privileges because they were extended

to white GIs but not to black GIs. Such privileges were forms of

affirmative action that allowed Jews and other Euro-American men

to become suburban homeowners and to get the training that

allowed them—but much less so women vets or war workers—to



become professionals, technicians, salesmen, and managers in a

growing economy. Jews and other white ethnics’ upward mobility

was due to programs that allowed us to float on a rising economic

tide. To African Americans, the government offered the cement

boots of segregation, redlining, urban renewal, and discrimination.

Those racially skewed gains have been passed across the

generations, so that racial inequality seems to maintain itself

“naturally,” even a�er legal segregation ended. Today, I own a house

in Venice, California, like the one in which I grew up in Valley

Stream, and my brother until recently owned a house in Palo Alto

much like an Eichler house. Both of us are where we are thanks

largely to the postwar benefits our parents received and passed on to

us, and to the educational benefits we received in the 1960s as a

result of affluence and the social agitation that developed from the

black Freedom Movement. I have white, African American, and

Asian American colleagues whose parents received fewer or none of

America’s postwar benefits and who expect never to own a house

despite their considerable academic achievements. Some of these

colleagues who are a few years younger than I also carry staggering

debts for their education, which they expect to have to repay for the

rest of their lives.

Conventional wisdom has it that the United States has always been

an affluent land of opportunity. But the truth is that affluence has

been the exception and that real upward mobility has required

massive affirmative action programs….



Notes

1. Gerber 1986; Dinnerstein 1987, 1994.

2. Not all Jews are white or unambiguously white. It has been suggested, for example, that

Hasidim lack the privileges of whiteness. Rodriguez (1997, 12, 15) has begun to unpack the claims

of white Jewish “amenity migrants” and the different racial meanings of Chicano claims to a

crypto-Jewish identity in New Mexico. See also Thomas 1996 on African American Jews.

3. This census also explicitly changed the Mexican race to white (United States Bureau of the

Census 1940, 2:4).

4. Nash et al. 1986, 885–886.

5. On planning for veterans, see F.J.Brown 1946; Hurd 1946; Mosch 1975; “Postwar Jobs for

Veterans”1945; Willenz 1983.

6. Willenz 1983, 165.

7. Willenz 1983, 20–28, 94–97. I thank Nancy G. Cattell for calling my attention to the fact that

women GIs were ultimately eligible for benefits.

8. Nalty and MacGregor 1981, 218, 60–61.

9. Wynn 1976, 114, 116.

10. On African Americans in the U.S. military, see Foner 1974; Dalfiume 1969;Johnson 1967; Binkin

and Eitelberg 1982; Nalty and MacGregor 1981. On schooling, see Walker 1970, 4–9.

11. Quoted in Foner 1974, 195.

12. See Gans 1962.
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